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About This Game

Battle head-to-head for control of the galaxies in this frantic multiplayer action game straight out of a 1980s space anime! Blast
shots, dodge energy beams, and deflect projectiles as you race your tram into the opposing team's base! Grab the capsule to

capture the galaxy before your enemy captures theirs!

Test your skills with over 30 single player missions! Shoot targets, avoid projectiles, and race to the finish!

Features:
● 1 - 4 Players

● Fast-Paced Back-and-Forth Competitive Gameplay
● 8 Engaging Arenas

● Over 30 Challenging Single Player Missions
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no development and no content. enough said.. At first a serious bug.. played the demo with no problems but now I get the full
version and can't get a single generated battle to start - keep getting dumped to the intro screen. Also can't get the music to shut
off without turning all sound off.. Once fixed I will change my rating..

1st Edit.. designers are responding to the first problem, seems to be effecting the "no survivors" game mode. Conquer and
decapitation modes seem to work. However, I have not seen a response yet for the inability to turn off the music without turning
off all sound.

I will update this review when both are verified fixed.

2nd Edit.. v1.81 fixed the problem with the "no survivors" game mode. Also found out the sound issue was a misunderstanding
as the sound controls are a bit confusing. Apparently the music slider scales the sound effects and the speaker slider scales the
music.

With the above.. this is a very good, and simple quick to learn, wargame. Even though there are only 3 units (not including a
general in the decapitation mode) there is plenty of strategy and no micromanagement. For a quick and dirty wargame at a
reasonable price and with good developer support I would recommend it to the casual wargamer.

Thanks.. I was a huge fan of Pandemonium and Pandemonium 2 as a child, so I jumped at the chance to buy this on Steam.
While the original game was fun, and I'd play it again if I had a PS1, the PC port is not. I don't recommend buying this until they
fix some issues such as movement, jumping and the ability to have a menu that works on PC.. Nobody plays this online and
against bots it is just a mess. Just look at the video.

Gameplay video:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h38nCMfAbik. Just another stealth game on Steam? Kinda.

Overall its pretty okey game, requires few hours from player, some of achievemnts and levels in the end is a little bit
challenging. If it happens, that you have this game on library and you are ok with avarage stealth game, I guess its worth playing
through.
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I haven't played this game till now. Good intentions but needs more conent.. nooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!
Why is the situation like this?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I cann't take it!!!!!!!!!!!
plz, I'm begging you, must be a dlc for this Endgame, at least they don't not worth it for this!!!!!!!!!!!
I'll spear all my money !!!!!!

I'm crying so damn loud right now ,and shaking . ;_;

This will gonna be cocktail of suck in my poor life now ;_;.............. The game itself is very good, I have never played The
Escapists but you don't need to play it to play this game.
Downs...
- GAMEPLAY: The game's timeline after the hospital goes waaaay off line! At least make some of those comic scenes on how
the group gets to the greene family, the game jumps too many important parts!
-DEVELOPERS: I do feel it is necessary to add more stages to the game, it is extremely short!. like to play this game. Short, but
it was a nice appetizer to the buffet which was the original game. Great music and I actually enjoyed the art here more.. For me,
the entire point of the Variant Mode in the Confrontation is so you can customise your squad before each game. I failed to
conduct adequate research before purchasing this, and was therefore disappointed.

. Interesting Concept
+Fun-ish gameplay
+Decent price for content.

-Easy Combat
-Buggy Combat
-Not really realistic as you're flinging axes that are made out of light

2.5/5

I would give this a Neutral/Informational if I could. It's what seems like the start of a great game, it plays as though it's an early
access game with lots of bugs and combat that doesn't feel completely polished (You can just wave your hand and attack/block
everything in your path) There's a decent amount of content especially for it's price. I'd definitely give this one a shot, however
it is still quite buggy.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.
. XCOM + Warhammer 40k = EPIC
Great game. Great music.
I really hope the studio makes more games like this in the 40k uni.
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